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With its cloud-based biometric ID platform, authID shines bright as a Prism Catalyst, orchestrating identity while bolstering tradition-
al security weaknesses with its flagship Verified product, powered by Human Factor Authentication. Having undergone a massive 
corporate overhaul in early 2023, supported by a new financing agreement, the company has rapidly evolved from an IDV player to a 
provider of end-to-end biometric digital identity that puts a premium on user experience. With a clear mission of enabling transferable, 
device agnostic digital identities that can be verified and authenticated in milliseconds after a one-time onboarding, authID is winning 
workforce customers around the globe and growing by orders of magnitude in its quarterly reports. Its technology is compliant with 
key regulations, supported by lab-tested liveness detection, scalable, and ready to deploy extremely quickly. 

Speed is authID’s characteristic strength—every aspect of its platform is fine-tuned with a frictionless, zero-trust customer experience 
in mind, from the administrative folks managing it through the employees onboarding and authenticating. But the firm’s differentiating 
factor is its clear strategy and business model. This is a company that has identified the weaknesses of contemporary strong authen-
tication systems, and rather than ask customers to abandon the mainstream options for something new, authID enhances what’s 
already working. Critics of FIDO2 authenticators like passkeys generally focus on how they reduce the fraud attack surface to weak 
account recovery mechanisms, require new enrollments for each new device, and are not digitally bound to human identity. With its 
Human Factor approach to identity, authID fills these gaps by placing its real carbon-based users at the core of every transaction, 
enabling versatile biometric verification and authentication wherever and whenever it is needed. 

Founded in early 2022 by biometrics industry veteran Frances Zelazny, Anonybit is pioneering a unique and unphishable approach 
to biometric digital identity. This Biometric ID Platform Catalyst specializes in decentralized biometrics, offering a platform that 
breaks a given biometric template into shards that are distributed across multiple servers. Each shard is useless on its own, 
rendering the data essentially worthless in the event of an attack against any one server. Anonybit’s fully orchestrated platform is 
algorithm agnostic, and the company invites vendors to adapt their tech to its platform. 

Privacy and data protection are essential to the future of biometric digital identity, so Anonybit’s eponymous decentralized biometric 
storage technology is a showstopping differentiator. But it is important to highlight the company’s strength as an integrated biometric 
identity platform. Many vendors, particularly in the IDV space, aspire to build themselves into platforms by adding additional point 
solutions that add authentication to their stack. Anonybit, by contrast, is a platform by design, taking a full identity lifecycle approach, 
orchestrating transactions, enhancing user privacy, and, of course, protecting biometric data in patented Anonybits. 

Contact authID: sales@authid.ai

Contact Anonybit: info@anonybit.io
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